UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 15

KEVIN MULLIN
Chinese: 凯文 穆林

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 28

JUDY CHU
Chinese: 赵美心

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 45

JAY F. CHEN
Chinese: 陈介飞

STATE SENATE DISTRICT 10

LILY MEI
Chinese: 高敘加
STATE ASSEMBLY MEMBER DISTRICT 17

DAVID CAMPOS
Chinese: 甘大為

MATT HANEY
Chinese: 楊馳馬

STATE ASSEMBLY MEMBER DISTRICT 19

KARSTEN WEIDE
Chinese: 威德柳

PHIL TING
Chinese: 丁右立

STATE ASSEMBLY MEMBER DISTRICT 20

SHAWN KUMAGAI
Japanese: 熊谷直

STATE ASSEMBLY MEMBER DISTRICT 24

ALEX LEE
Chinese: 李天明
STATE ASSEMBLY MEMBER DISTRICT 26

EVAN LOW
Chinese: 羅達倫

STATE ASSEMBLY MEMBER DISTRICT 49

MIKE FONG
Chinese: 方樹強

STATE ASSEMBLY MEMBER DISTRICT 67

SOO YOO
Korean: 유수연

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

ELENI KOUNALAKIS
Chinese: 康伊蓮

CONTROLLER

LANHEE J. CHEN
Chinese: 陳仁宜

MALIA M. COHEN
Chinese: 郭嫻
TREASURER

FIONA MA

Chinese: 馬世雲